[This is equivalent to a "no-accretion" condition: see Section 3.]
 If and , a transformation of the form reduces the McVittie line element to:
which is the Kottler (1918) or Schwarzschild-de Sitter / anti-de Sitter metric.
 If and the metric is of a form that Faraoni (2009) claimed to be locally isometric to the Sultana-Dyer (2005) solution. In fact, the Sultana-Dyer solution is not a GMcV spacetime (Sun, 2010) .
Accretion in the GMcV Spacetimes
 Einstein tensor components for the GMcV spacetimes:
 McVittie (1933) generated his solutions by imposing the "no-accretion" condition , which is equivalent to the constraint . is finite and the geodesics are future-incomplete.
